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The ‘Edit Menu’ in the administrative interface is a proper subset that in the regular user interface. Theedit com-
mands that are present have the same functionality as in the regular interface.

The ‘Admin’ menu provides access to the three databases. Users with administrative privileges can add, change,
and delete database information. The ‘Central Host’ command allows the administrator to view and change the
identity of the Calendar Tool central host computer. ‘List Admins ...’ shows the Calendar Tool IDs of all
system administrators.The ‘Password’ command allows the adminstrative user to set her own administrative
access password. ‘Notify Users ...’ provides the means to send a message to some or all users.

The ‘Options’ menu has the same commands as for the regular user. When an administrator sets option values,
the values serve as the defaults for all regular users.

The ‘Help’ f unctionality is same as for regular users. Help content is modified accordingly to describe the com-
mands that are particular to administrative users.

2.1.3. Command Summary for Unregistered Users

The interface for unregistered users is a proper subset of the regular user interface. Thefollowing are absent in the
unregistered user interface:

• the ‘Schedule Meeting’ command

• the ‘View Other User’ and ‘View Group’ commands

• the ‘Admin’ command menu

• the ‘Options Administrative’ command

Description of these commands is absent in the help content.

2.1.4. Screen Map

Figure 5 shows a hierarchical map of the user interface screens for regular users. Figure 6 shows a screen map for
administrative users.
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Figure 5: Top-level screen map.

-- Excerpt from Milestone 6 Example, Showing Two Completed Scenarios --
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2.2. Basic Appointment Scheduling

This introductory scenario shows an individual user scheduling two simple appointments. Appointment scheduling
is one of the most commonly performed operations with the Calendar Tool. In this scenario, the user is assumed to
have just been registered in the Calendar Tool. Hencethe user has a brand new calendar with no entries and the
standard default settings for all options. Details of user registration and default calendar creation are covered in Sec-
tion 2.6.

To schedule an appointment, the user selects the ‘Appointment’ command in theSchedule menu. Inresponse,
the system displays the dialog shown in Figure 6. The figure shows the appointment scheduling dialog that contains
a number of data-entry fields for the various components of the appointment. The ‘Title’ fi eld is a one-line string
that describes the appointment briefly. The ‘Date’ fi eld contains the date on which the appointment is to occur.
The ‘End Date’ fi eld applies only to recurring appointments; it is initially disabled (physically greyed out) since
the default for an appointment is non-recurring. The ‘Start Time’ and ‘Duration’ fi elds specify the time the
appointment starts and how long it lasts.

The information in the fourth row of the appointment dialog is used to specify whether, and if so how often an
appointment recurs. Immediately to the right of the ‘Recurring?’ l abel is a check box. If it is checked on, then
information pertinent to a recurring appointment changes from disabled (greyed-out) to enabled (solid type).The
recurring information is the ‘End Date’, the recurring ‘Interval’, and the seven daily check boxes to the right
of the ‘Interval’ box. The ‘Interval’ selection is one of ‘Weekly’, ‘Biweekly’, ‘Monthly’, or
‘Yearly’. Completedetails on scheduling recurring items are covered in Section 2.5.3.

Below the recurring information are additional data entry boxes. The‘Category’ entry is a color-coded text string
that categorizes the appointment for listing and filtering purposes. The appointment ‘Security’ i ndicates what

public

must

Start Time:

Duration:

Date:

End Date:

Title:

weeklyRecurring?
S M T W Th F S

Interval:

Location:

Details:

Priority:

Schedule an Appointment

Security:Category:

hr min

on screenminutes beforeRemind? 15

OK CancelClear

Figure 6: Appointment scheduling dialog.
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portions of a user’s calendar other users may see.The four security levels are: ‘public’, ‘title only’, ‘con-
fidential’, and ‘private’. Themeaning of the four security levels is as follows:

• public -- other users can see all details of the appointment

• title only -- other users can see the title, time, date, and duration of the appointment, but no other infor-
mation

• confidential -- other users can see the time, date, and duration of the appointment, but no other informa-
tion; the appointment title shows as "Unavailable" to other users

• private -- other users can see no information at all about the appointment

Details of viewing other users’ calendars are discussed in Section 2.3.5.

The appointment ‘Location’ specifies where it will be held. The location value can be typed manually by the user
or selected from a list of available locations, which are stored in the locations database.Further details of location
definition and selection are covered in Sections 2.6.4 and Section 2.11.3 respectively.

The appointment ‘Priority’ i ndicates whether an appointment is a ‘must’ or ‘optional’. The priority is used
to indicate the general importance of an appointment to the user. The priority is also used in meeting scheduling,
where optional appointments can be automatically scheduled over if necessary. Meeting scheduling is discussed fur-
ther in Section 2.4.1.

The data-entry row starting with ‘Remind?’ is used to enable the sending of a reminder prior to the start of the
appointment. Whenthe ‘Remind?’ check box is on, the other reminder information changes from disabled to
enabled. Thetwo data-entry fields immediately to the right of the check box indicate how soon before the appoint-
ment the reminder is sent. The small box is a numeric value and the other box is one of the three alternatives ‘min-
utes before’, ‘hours before’, or ‘days before’. To the right of the time-before entry is a menu for
selecting how the reminder should be sent. The choices are ‘on screen’ or ‘email’. Detailsof these reminder
formats are covered in Section 2.5.4.

The bottommost data-entry area in the appointment dialog is for writing a detailed description of the appointment.
The user may enter any amount of free-form textual information in the ‘Details’ fi eld.

After the dialog appears on the screen, the user enters information by a combination of typing and selecting from
pre-defined choices. Figure 7 shows the result of the user having filled in information for a new appointment titled
"Dentist". Thedentist appointment has a date, start time, and duration, but no end date since it is non-recurring.
Since this is the user’s first time on the Calendar Tool, the only pre-defined appointment category is "Holiday".For
the dentist appointment, the user decides to create a new category called ‘personal’.

To create a new appointment category, the user initially selects the down arrow next to the ‘Category’ display
box. In response, the system displays the menu shown in Figure 8.Since the user wants to create a new category,
she selects the ‘Edit ...’ command at the bottom of the menu, whereupon the system displays the dialog shown
in Figure 9. The user then selects the ‘Add’ button, which brings up the dialog in Figure 10.To create the new
‘personal’ category, the user types into the ‘Category Name:’ text box, and then selects ‘Purple’ f rom the
color selection menu, as shown in Figure 11. The user then presses the ‘OK’ button to confirm the creation of the
new category. To complete the edit, the user presses the `Done’ button in the still pending edit−categories dialog.
At this point, the system adds the purple-colored text for the newly created category, as shown in Figure 12.

To confirm the scheduling of the dentist appointment, the user presses the ‘OK’ button in the main schedule-appoint-
ment dialog. At this point, the dentist appointment is added to the user’s personal calendar.

The user now proceeds to create another appointment, following the same procedure as above for the dentist
appointment. Theresulting filled-in appointment dialog is shown in Figure 13. In this case, the appointment is
recurring, scheduled for each Tuesday and Thursday between the specified start and end dates.Note that when the
recurring check box is selected, the ‘Date’ fi eld label is changed to ‘Start Date’ to clarify the display.

The user has set the priority for the new appointment to ‘optional’ i nstead of ‘must’. The operative effect of
selecting an ‘optional’ priority relates to scheduling meetings, which is discussed further in Section 2.4.1.Aside
from meeting scheduling, the meaning of ‘must’ versus ‘optional’ is purely informational, i.e., it indicates the
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weeklyRecurring?
S M T W Th F S

Interval:

title only

must

on screenday before

Start Time:Date:

Title:

Location:

Details:

Priority:

Remind?

Schedule an Appointment

Security:Category:

1

Dentist

September 25, 1998 8 AM

1342 Sycamore Dr

Duration:
hr min

1 30

OK CancelClear

End Date:

Figure 7: Scheduling a dentist appointment.

Category:

none

holiday

Edit ...

Figure 8: Initial categories menu.
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ChangeAdd Delete

Done

Current Categories:

holiday

Edit Categories

Figure 9: Edit categories dialog.

OK Cancel

Category Name:

Color: Black

Add Category

Figure 10: Add category dialog.
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OK Cancel

Category Name:

Color:

Add Category

personal

Black

Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

Purple

Black

Blue
Purple

Edit ...

Black

Brown

Figure 11: Creating a new category.

End Date:

weeklyRecurring?
S M T W Th F S

Interval:

title only
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on screendays before

Start Time:Date:

Title:

Location:

Details:

Priority:

Remind?

Schedule an Appointment

Security:Category:

1

Dentist

September 25, 1998 8 AM

personal

1342 Sycamore Dr

Duration:
hr min

1 30

OK CancelClear

Figure 12: Dentist appointment with category filled in.
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on screenminutes beforeRemind? 15

weekly

title only

optional

Start Time:Start Date:

End Date:

Title:

Recurring?
S M T W Th F S

Interval:

Location:

Details:

Priority:

Schedule an Appointment

Security:Category:

Racket Ball

September 1, 1998 8 AM

personal

rec centre

December 31, 1998

Call Jim if you need to cancel,

Duration:
hr min

1

OK CancelClear

Figure 13: Scheduling a second appointment.

relative importance of the appointment.

The information entered for a recurring appointment initially applies to all occurrences of the appointment.When
the user confirms a recurring appointment with the ‘OK’ button, the appointment is entered into the user calendar on
all of the specified dates.Subsequently, the user can change some or all of the information on a recurring appoint-
ment for some or all of the recurring dates. Details of how a recurring appointment is changed are covered in Sec-
tion 2.5.2.1

To clear all information entered in an appointment dialog, the user presses the ‘Clear’ button. Inresponse, the sys-
tem clears all typing areas and restores all other data-entry fields to their default states. Details of default settings
are covered in Sections

and 2.7.To cancel a scheduling command entirely, the user presses the ‘Cancel’ button. Inresponse, the system
removes the dialog from the screen without performing any scheduling action.

After scheduling and confirming an appointment, the appointment data are entered in an online working copy of the
user’s calendar. In order for the appointments to be permanently saved in the calendar file, the user must invoke the
‘File Save’ command, as discussed in Section 2.8.3.The default name of the calendar file for new users is cho-
sen by the system administrator, as described in Section . The user may save calendars on as many different files as
desired. However, the filename chosen by the system administrator is the only name known to the Calendar Tool for
group scheduling purposes. Further details of file commands are discussed in Section 2.8.

After the user presses the ‘OK’ button in the scheduling dialog, the dialog itself is removed from the screen.The
complete information for a scheduled appointment can be viewed by selecting the ‘Item’ command in the ‘View’
menu, or by double clicking on the title of an appointment in a daily, weekly, or monthly calendar display. Details
of these displays are covered in the next section of the requirements.
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2.3. Viewing Calendars

The scenarios in this section show a user viewing her personal calendar in a variety of ways, in particular:

• viewing the calendar at different levels of detail

• moving backward, forward, and to specific dates

• viewing lists of scheduled items

• filtered viewing

There is also a scenario showing how a user views the public portions of another user’s calendar, including a group’s
"virtual" calendar. The viewing section of the requirements concludes with a scenario showing how to control multi-
ple viewing windows, including the creation of new windows for side-by-side displays.

2.3.1. Viewing the Calendar at Different Levels

A calendar can be displayed at five lev els of detail. The levels, from the greatest detail to the least are: an individual
scheduled item, a day, a week, a month, and a year. The commands to show these levels are the first five items in the
‘View’ menu (see Figure 3). In the discussion that follows, these are referred to as theview-level commands.

During normal use of the Calendar Tool, the user has one or more viewing windows displayed on the screen.The
most recently selected window is calledcurrent. When the user wants to view the calendar at a different level than
is displayed in the current window, she chooses one of the five view-level commands.

Normally, each of the five viewing levels is displayed in a separate level−specific window, sized appropriately to fit
its contents.For example, if the user executes a ‘View Day’ command followed by a ‘View Year’ command,
both a daily and yearly window are displayed on the screen.

By default, one separate window is used at each of the five view lev els. Hence,there are up to five windows for the
view-level commands, each holding the result of the most recently executed command at a particular level. When
the user changes the display at a particular level, that level’s display is changed and brought to the front, without a
new window being created.For example, if the user moves from one day to the next at the daily level, the day-level
display window is changed, with no new window created.

The user may change the default display style by selectingtwo-window or multi-window viewing mode in theWin-
dows menu. Intwo-window mode, the results of all viewing commands are shown in just two windows, one for
calendars and the other for lists. In multi-window mode, the results of each and every view command are shown in a
separate new window, even for commands at the same level. For example, if the user executes two successive
‘View Month’ commands in multi-window mode, the results are shown in two separate month-view windows.
This allows the user to create side-by-side displays of different calendar periods. Complete details of two-window
and multi-window viewing are described in Section 2.3.6.

By default, the target date for all view-level commands is today’s date. Theuser can select another target by click-
ing on a desired date in the current window. For example, the user can click on a specific date in a month view and
choose the ’View Day’ menu item. In response, the system displays the day-level view for the selected date.Com-
plete details of target date selection are covered in Section 2.11.5

2.3.1.1. Day View

To view the daily details for today’s date, the user chooses the ‘View Day’ menu command. In response, the sys-
tem displays a window of the form shown in Figure 14.To view the details of a day other than today, the user
selects the name or date of the desired day in the current display, and then chooses the ‘View Day’ menu com-
mand. Aninterface shortcut to view a particular day is to double click on the name or date of the desired day in the
current display.

In Figure 14, the user is viewing the details of Wednesday, September 23, which is today’s date in this scenario.The
items shown in Figure 14 reflect a number of scheduling commands having been performed by the user, subsequent
to the commands illustrated in the scenario of Section 2.2.In particular, the user has scheduled some typical items
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10 AM

11 AM
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3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

Staff Meeting

Data Structures Lecture

Data Structures Lab

Lunch with Microsoft

CAD Research Project Meeting

Wednesday, September 23, 1998

Daily Agenda

Office Hours

Today

Figure 14: Day view.

such as meetings, lunch dates, and class lectures.

The day view shows the scheduled items for a day in abbreviated form. The column on the left lists the starting
times for scheduled items. The wider column on the right shows the item titles. The displayed title for one item is
always a single line high; long titles are viewed by horizontal scrolling or enlarging the display window as neces-
sary. The following are details of how information is presented in a day view:

a. Whenan item starts and ends exactly on the hour, it is listed at the top of the row for the starting hour. For
example, the "Staff Meeting" item shown in Figure 14 starts on the hour, and is thus displayed at the top of
the 8AM to 9AM time slot.

b. When an item starts at a time other than on the hour, the text for the item is placed proportionally down from
the top of the hour, with a dashed line immediately above the text. For example, the "CAD Research
Project Meeting" starts at half-past the hour, and is thus displayed half way down in the 2PM to 3PM time
slot.

c. Whenan item ends at a time other than on the hour, a dashed line is placed proportionally at the ending time.
For example, the "CAD Research Project Meeting" ends at 4:30PM, and its ending time is thus displayed as
a dashed line in the middle of the 4PM to 5PM time slot.

d. Whenan item ends in an hour after the hour in which it begins, a down-pointing arrow is drawn to the end-
ing time. This case is also illustrated by the "CAD Research Project Meeting".

Immediately below the window banner in the day view is a full description of the day of the week, month, and year.
To the far left of the day description are three buttons -- a left-pointing arrow, right pointing arrow, and one labeled
‘Today’. The arrow buttons used to change the display to the previous or next calendar day. The ‘Today’ button
is used to return to today’s date. For example, when the user chooses the right-pointing arrow in the display of Fig-
ure 14, the display changes to that shown in Figure 15. Figure 15 shows a display when events and tasks are sched-
uled, in addition to appointments and meetings. When all four types of item are scheduled, the items are organized
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Tasks:
1. Prepare for Picnic Day Committee

2. Buy something for Jim

Events: 
Jim’s Birthday

Daily Agenda

Today Thursday, September 24, 1998

Figure 15: Result of pressing the next day arrow.

into three display areas:

a. events are listed immediately below the full date label;

b. tasks are listed below the events;

c. following the tasks are the co-mingled appointments and meetings, listed in time slots.

If more than one event is scheduled, the events are displayed in a multi-line list, one event title per line, sorted alpha-
betically by title. Event titles are shown in boldface font.Tasks are displayed in a numbered list, one task title per
line, sorted first by due time, second by priority, and third by title. Tasks without due times appear at the end, sorted
first by priority and second by title.

When no events or tasks are scheduled for a particular day, those display areas are absent.For example, Figure 14
shows the case where no events or tasks are scheduled for a day, whereas Figure 15 shows the case where both
ev ents and tasks are scheduled. If only events but not tasks are scheduled, or vice versa, the scheduled events or
tasks are displayed, and the other display area is absent.

The following options are available to control the format of the day display:

a. Normal time range. This option defines the starting and ending times that normally appear in the left col-
umn of the display. The default range of times is 8AM to 5PM.
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b. Time increment. This option defines the time increment of the left column labels. The smallest allowable
time increment is five minutes, the largest is twelve hours. Whenthe time increment is less than one hour,
the time labels are shown in hour and minute format; when the increment is one hour or greater, the labels
are shown as hours with no minutes. The default increment is one hour.

c. Increment height. This option defines the default minimum number of text lines shown in each time incre-
ment. If there are more items starting in an increment than fit in the minimum number of lines, the system
automatically increases the height for that increment to a size sufficient to display all items fully. The
default value is two lines per increment.

d. Show/hide 24 hours. This option toggles between showing a full 24 hours of display versus the normal time
range only. If the 24-hour time range is shown, non-normal times are shown with a light grey background,
to distinguish them from normal times. The default value for this option is to hide non-normal times.

e. Show/hide exact time. This option toggles between showing or not showing the starting and ending times for
each scheduled item immediately to the left of the title.This option is useful when items do not typically
start or end exactly on the hour. The default value for this option is to hide the exact time.

f. Show/hide dashed lines. This option toggles between showing and not showing the dashed lines that appear
above and below items that do not start or end on the hour. The default is to show dashed lines.

g. Show/hide extension arrows. This option toggles between showing and not showing the down-pointing
arrows for items with end times that extend beyond the hour of the start time. The default is to show exten-
sion arrows.

h. Proportional spacing on/off. This option toggles between placing items proportionally down from the top of
the hour based on starting time. When the option is off, the first (only) item in an hour is placed at the top
of that hour and any other items starting in the hour are placed immediately below it. Thedefault is propor-
tional spacing on.

i. Display overlaps horizontally or vertically. This option controls how items with overlapping times are dis-
played. Whendisplayed horizontally, overlapping items appear side-by-side in separate columns of the day
view. When displayed vertically, overlapping items appear on separate lines in a single column, sorted by
start time, duration, and title. The default is horizontal display.

j. Default display width anddefault display height. These options control the default width and height of the
full daily display. If one or both of the default dimensions is too small to accommodate all information in
the display, the information is truncated appropriately and scrollbars are added to the display window.
Details of how this truncation is performed are covered in Section 2.13.2.

The user sets these options using the dialogs described in Section 2.7.2.

As an example of alternate option settings, Figure 16 shows a day view of the same information shown in Figure 14,
with the following non-default option settings: normal time range 7AM to 6PM; time increment of 1/2 hour; incre-
ment height equal to one line; show 24-hour display; show exact time; hide dashed lines; and hide extension arrows.
Figure 16 shows a fully expanded window, with all 24 hours of the day visible.If the user shrinks the window dis-
play vertically, a vertical scrollbar appears to allow viewing the non-visible hours. Further details on the effects of
display resizing are covered in Section 2.13.2. Specific details on the effect of all the display options are presented
in Section 2.7.3.

To illustrate the display of overlapping items, Figure 17 shows an updated version of the daily schedule shown in
Figures 14 and 16. Here the user has added three new items, with times that overlap with previously scheduled
items. Thenew items are a "TA Meeting" from 8 - 9:30 AM, a "College Meeting" from 2 - 3 PM, and a "Special
Colloquium" from 2 - 3:30 PM. The overlapping items are shown in two new columns next to the items with which
they overlap. Theleft-to-right order of items is based first on start time (earliest first), second on duration (shortest
first), and third on alphabetic order of the title.Note that this ordering has placed the "CAD Research Project Meet-
ing" in the rightmost column, even though this item was scheduled by the user before the items with which it over-
laps. Thatis, the order of overlapping items does not depend at all on the chronological order in which the user exe-
cutes scheduling commands.

The layout of overlapping items may be further complicated when three or more items do not overlap fully, for
example if the user were to add an appointment from 3-4PM to the schedule shown in Figure 17. The precise layout
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Figure 16: Day display with non-default option settings.
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Figure 17: Day view with overlapping times.

rules for such cases are covered in Section 2.13.2.2.

In displaying overlapping items horizontally, the system attempts to display the full width of all items in one screen.
If there is insufficient physical screen width to display all items in full width, the system truncates the display, leav-
ing overlap columns of equal width. If the display window is resized, each column is resized proportionally and
equally. Further exact details of truncation and display resizing are covered in Section 2.13.2.1.

Figure 18 shows the same information as Figure 17, after the user has changed the overlapping display option from
horizontal (the default) tovertical. When the user selects the vertical display option for overlapping items, the sys-
tem automatically turns on theshow exact times option and turns off thedashed lines, extension arrows, and propor-
tional spacing options. Turning off these three options is necessary since they are generally incompatible with the
vertical display of overlaps. (Thereader is invited to think this through clearly.) If the user subsequently sets the
overlapping-item display option to horizontal, the system restores the settings of all automatically-set options to
their values prior to their automatic setting.

Of note in Figure 18 is the automatic resizing of the 2PM time slot from two to three rows, even though the current
setting of theincrement height option is 2. Whenever the number of items in a time increment is greater than the
current increment height, the system automatically increases the height of the affected increment to show all items
that start in that increment. This automatic height increase is performed as necessary for any time increment in a
day view, not just for increments with overlapping items.

2.3.1.2. Week Views

After the day view, the next larger-grain level of viewing is a week. There are two choices for the format of the
week view: table and lists. These choices are available on a submenu when the user chooses the ‘Week’ command
from the ‘View’ menu. Whenthe user chooses the table−style week view, the screen appears as shown in Figure
19.

When the user chooses either style of week view, the displayed week is the one that contains the most recently
selected day. Here for example, the user is viewing the week that contains the most recently viewed day of
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Figure 18: Day view with overlapping times, displayed vertically.
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat

Weekly Agenda

Events: 

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

Staff M

Data Stru

Data Stru

Lunch wit

College

Data Stru

Data Stru

Data Stru

Data Stru

Racket ba

Research

Racket ba

Office ho

Picnic da

Software

Office ho Office ho

Software

Dentist

Software

Jim’s Bir

Tasks: 1. Prepar
2. Buy so

1. Colloq

Autumnal

Faculty M

Today Week of September 20 - 26, 1998

Figure 19: Table-style week view.

Wednesday, September 23. The current date, that is today’s date, is highlighted with a darkened border in the week
display. In this scenario, for example, the current date is Wednesday, September 23.

The table-style weekly view shows items in the same format as the day view, except with narrower columns to
accommodate all the days of the week.Each item is shown with as much of the title as fits horizontally within its
display area. The columns of the weekly table view are all of equal width. If the display window is resized, each
column is resized proportionally and equally. Immediately below the window banner in the weekly view is the exact
description of the week.To the left of the week description are arrow buttons to go to the previous and next weeks,
and a ‘Today’ button to return to the week containing today’s date. Aswith the day view, if there are no events or
tasks scheduled for the entire week, then the event and/or task display areas are absent.

A notable aspect of the weekly table view is the display format for days that contain overlapping items. In the
example shown in Figure 19, there are three overlapping appointment times. These overlaps are indicated by solid
right-pointing arrows wherever overlap occurs. When the user presses a right-pointing arrow, the display for the col-
umn scrolls to the left to allow overlapping items to be viewed.

Figure 20 further illustrates the display of overlapping weekly table items. The figure shows four excerpts of the
weekly table view for the week of September 20, illustrating four stages of viewing overlapping items. In Figure
20a, three right-pointing arrows appear at Wednesday 8 AM, Wednesday 2 PM, and Friday 8 AM. Each arrow is
positioned vertically at the start time of an overlapping item.

When the user clicks on the right-pointing arrow at Wednesday 2 PM, the list of 2 PM overlapping items scrolls to
the left. The result is shown in Figure 20b, with the changed item circled. Figure 20c shows the result of the user
clicking on the right-pointing arrow at Wednesday 8 AM. The display change is again circled. Of note in Figure
20c is that the Office Hour item at 9 AM has been removed from the display. When overlap scrolling in a weekly
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Wed Thu Fri

Staff M

Data Stru

Data Stru

Lunch wit

College

Data Stru

Data Stru

Racket ba

Office ho

Picnic da

Software

Office ho

Software

Dentist

a. Overlapping items to the right.

d. Pressed right arrow at Fri 8 AM.

Wed Thu Fri

TA Meet

Data Stru

Data Stru

Lunch wit

Specia

Data Stru

Data Stru

Racket ba

Office ho

Picnic da

Software

Software

Office

Wed Thu Fri

Data Stru

Data Stru

Lunch wit

Specia

Data Stru

Data Stru

Racket ba

Office ho

Picnic da

Software

Software

Dentist

c. Pressed right arrow at Wed 8 AM.

b. Pressed right arrow at Wed 2 PM.

Wed Thu Fri

Data Stru

Data Stru

Lunch wit

Specia

Data Stru

Data Stru

Racket ba

Office ho

Picnic da

Software

Office ho

Software

DentistStaff M

TA Meet

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

1 PM

2 PM

3 PM

4 PM

5 PM

Figure 20: Clarification of overlap in a weekly table view.

view, the system displays only complete overlapping items, no partial items.That is, the system removes all items
from the display with which a scrolled-to item fully or partially overlaps.

Figure 20d shows the result of the user clicking on the right arrow at Friday 8 AM. This change again illustrates
how only one overlapping item is displayed at a time. That is, the Dentist appointment at 8 AM is not displayed at
all in 20d, even though it would fit partially in the display. Figure 20d also illustrates that the left-pointing arrow


